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• It is imperative to identify, retain and promote
the most talented Navy officers
• Talent remains a situated, nuanced and partially
understood construct, however
• Hence it is difficult to know whether the Navy is
retaining and promoting its best people or how
to prevent losing the best officers to industry
Best People Walking Out the Door
Improving Visibility of Talent: Analysis 
of Technical Skills and Cognitive 
Aptitude of Navy Officers 
Key Results
• Developed situated understanding of talent
• Differs across warfare communities and tribes
• Proposed and validated alternative measures from past performance scores
to predict officers’ potential for high future performance.
• Developed recommendations for talent retention improvement
Future Research Opportunities
• Potential to inform the Performance Evaluation
Transformation Process to improve the
evaluation, coaching and mentiring of our best
people
• Potential to understand key talent markers and
traits to identify, promote and retain the best
people
• Opportunity to extend analysis to all Navy
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Impactful Results
Our Approach
• Integrated qualitative and quantitative research
• Understand what talent means & how to retain it
• Quantify what’s working and what’s not
• Identify key promotion & retention risks
• Propose and validate markers of talent
• Outline recommendations for improvement
Integrated Qualitative & Quantitative Understanding
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